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0. Introduction and results

0.1. The present paper is a continuation of the studies in Yu [Yl], [Y2] and

[Y3]. ([Y3] will be referred as [*] in the sequel.) In [*], we have established
the p-adic analogue of a celebrated theorem of Baker on linear forms in
logarithms of algebraic numbers (i.e. Theorem 2 of [B2]) and the p-adic
analogue of Baker’s well-known Sharpening II (i.e. [B1])2013except for the

replacement of p by p2 in the case d = 1, we have established and strengthened
the main assertions (Theorems 1, 3 and 4) given in [V].

In the present paper we refine upon our results given in [*] with respect to
the dependence on p and to the constants appearing in the inequalities given
there; we also give, in Section 6, results of the type of Theorem 2 in [Y2],
removing the Kummer condition imposed there. Thus all claims (Theorems 1,
2, 3, 4) of [V] are now established and strengthened.

Let a 1, ... , (Xn be n (2) non-zero algebraic numbers and let K be the field
of degree d generated by 03B11,..., an over the rationals Q. Denote by p a prime
number and by p any prime ideal of the ring of integers in K, lying above p,
by e. the ramification index of p, and by fp the residue class degree of p. We
shall estimate

where b1,...,bn are rational integers, not all zero, and ordp denotes the
exponent to which p divides the principal fractional ideal generated by the
expression (assumed non-zero) in parentheses. Our results will be in terms of
real numbers h 1, ... , hn satisfying h1 ··· hn and

~Research supported by NSF grant DMS-8610730 and (Hong Kong) RGC Direct Allocation
Grants (1991/92). (Project No. SC06).
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where h(a) denotes the logarithmic absolute height of an algebraic number «

(see, for example, Lang [L], Chapter IV) and log aj has its imaginary part in
(-03C0,03C0]. Then as a simple consequence of our main result (see Section 0.2), we
have

where B = max(lb 1|,..., Ibnl, 3) and

with h’ = max(hn, 1). When ordp b. = min ordp bj, h’ can be replaced by
max(hn-1,1). Suppose that this condition on ordp bn is satisfied and h’ is

modified accordingly, then for any b with 0  03B4  1, we have

Observing pfp - 1  pd - 1 (since fp  d), the factor p2 (in the case d = 1)
in [*] is now replaced by p - 1. (See also the remark after the statement of
Theorem 2’ in Section 0.2.) Note that this refinement is relevant indeed in

several applications. We obtain this refinement with respect to the depend-
ence on p by more careful utilizing the Vahlen-Capelli Theorem quoted in
[*], p. 28.
We would like to mention that Dong Pingping [D] recently obtained good

estimates for linear forms in p-adic logarithms, using an extension of

Schneider’s method to several variables. However, in his estimates, the alge-
braic numbers ails are subject to the condition that ordp ai = 0 and 03B1j ~ 1
(mod p) (in our terminology), which becomes ai = 1 (mod p) when ai s are
rational integers. Note that in applications ai s do not always satisfy such a
condition; while our estimates are applicable to any non-zero algebraic (X /s
with the only assumption that 03B1b11··· 03B1bnn - 1 ~ 0.
The author is very grateful to Professor Robert Tijdeman for valuable

discussions.

0.2 Detailed statements of the main results

For convenience, throughout this paper, we shall refer to formulae, theorems
and so on from [*] by adjoining an asterisk, e.g. (0.1)*, Theorem 2.1*; formulae
replacing those from [*] will then be denoted by the same number adjoined
with o, so (0.3)° replaces (0.3)*. Let 03B11,..., (Xn be n( 2) non-zero algebraic
numbers and
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Let p be a prime number. Set

Let K be an extension field of Ko with degree D over Q. Denote by p a prime
ideal of the ring of integers in K, lying above p. For 03B1~KB{0}, write ordp 03B1 for
the exponent of p in the prime factorization of the fractional ideal (a); define

ordp 0 = oo. Denote by ep the ramification index of p and by fp the residue class
degree of p. We keep the notations Kp (the completion of ordp is denoted again
by ordp), Cp and ordp as introduced in [*], p. 17. Hence

Write 03BEm = e203C0i/m (m = 1, 2,...). We assume that the field K ~ Ko satisfies

We shall see that the above amendment to (0.3)* makes the refinement with
respect to the dependence on p possible. Let N be the set of non-negative
rational integers and define

where h(a) denotes the logarithmic absolute height of an algebraic number a.
Let Vl, ... , Vn be real numbers satisfying

and

Set LK:={l~C|el~K}. For l~LK define
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where and in the sequel log oci = 10gl(X) + i arg 03B1j with - 03C0  arg 03B1j  7r

(1  j  n).
Let b1, ... , bn E Z, not all zero, and let B, B1,..., Bn be real numbers such that

Set

if ordp bn = min ordp b j or log 03B1n is linearly dependent
1 jn

on ni, log 03B11,...,log 03B1n-t, log p over Q, (0.11)0
otherwise.

(If ordp 03B1j=0 (1  j  n), then "log 03B1n is linearly dependent on ni,
log 03B11,..., log 03B1n-1, log p" is equivalent to "log (Xn is linearly dependent on ni,
log 03B11,..., log 03B1n-1".)

Define

and for primes p  5

THEOREM 1. Suppose that

and

Then
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where

COROLLARY. Suppose that (0.14)* holds and

Let A l’ ..., An be real numbers such that A 1  ···  An and

Set A = An-1 1 if ordp bn = min ordp b j or log 03B1n is linearly dependent on ni,

log a 1, ... , log 03B1n- 1, log p, and set A = An otherwise. Then we have

. max(log(212· 3n(n + 1) log A), (log p)/n),

where

THEOREM 2. Suppose that (0.13)* and (0.14)* hold and

Let
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where C is given in Theorem 1. Let Zi = 03C903A6/Vj with

Then for any j with 1  j  n and any ô with 0  03B4  Zjfp(log p)/D, we have

When 03B11,..., oc, are non-zero rational numbers, hypothesis (0.13)* in

Theorems 1 and 2 may be omitted, as we have seen from the statement of the

Corollary to Theorem 1 (for more details, see [*], pp. 95-97.). In the general
case, we can also do so. The following Theorems l’and 2’ are the version in
terms of the additive valuation on Ko = 0(a 1, ... , 03B1n) and without assuming
(0.13)*. Denote by po any prime ideal of the ring of integers in Ko, lying above
p. Let ordpo be defined with respect to the field Ko and eo, fo be the ramification
index and residue class degree of po, respectively. Let Vl, ... , V" be real numbers
satisfying V1  ···  Vn and

and let B, B1,..., Bn and V be defined by (0.10)° and (0.11)°.
THEOREM 1’. Suppose that (0.14)* holds. Then

where
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THEOREM 2’. Suppose that (0.14)* and (0.15)* hold. Let

where C’ is given in Theorem 1’. Let Zi = f0 2D0· 03C903A6 Vj, where w is given by (0.17)°
and

Then for any j with 1  j  n and any b with 0  03B4  Zjf0(log p)/(2Do), we have

REMARK. We emphasize that fo is the residue class degree of the prime ideal
Po of the ring of integers in Ko = Q(a i,..., an), while fo defined by (0.20)* is,
in our notation,

Thus in current Theorems l’and 2’, the main dependence on p is pfo - 1( pD0)
in general; and it is p - 1, replacing p2 in Theorems 1’* and 2’* in the case
when p ~ 3 (mod 4) and the residue class degree of po is 1.

1. Preliminaries

We shall improve some lemmas and keep remaining ones in Section 1 *.

LEMMA 1.1. Let 03BA  0 be the rational integer satisfying

where 0 is the Euler’s ~-function. If fi E Cp satisfies
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then

Proof By yP = E 1 (y - 1)l, it is easy to verify that for integral 03B3~Cp we
have

The lemma is obviously true if K = 0. If 03BA  1, then we obtain by inductive use
of (1.2) that

[In the proof of (1.3), using (1.2), we rriay assume 03BA  2, and note that for j = 0,
1, ... , K - 2 we have pj+1 - pj  pK-2(p - 1) = ~(p03BA)/p  2ep/p  ep.] On
combining (1.3) for j = K - 1 with (1.2) we obtain, by (1.1)°,

The following lemma will replace Lemma 1.5*.

LEMMA 1.2. Let 03B21,..., Pr be in a number field K of degree D. Suppose

are such that for each i = 1,..., m, Pi1,..., Pin are not all zero and

Write

and
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where L(P,,) denotes the length of Pij’ i.e., the sum of the absolute values of its
coefficients. If n &#x3E; mD, then there exist y 1, ... , Yn E Z with

such that

Proof. Apply [B-V] Theorem 12 and the first four lines of the last
paragraph of the text of [B-V], p. 31.

Define for z~C

and for 1, m~N

For every positive integer k, let v(k) = 1.c.m. {1, 2,..., k}. The following lemma
will replace (1.12)* in Lemma 1.6*.

LEMMA 1.3. Let q be a prime number, J a positive integer, x a rational number
such that qjx is a positive integer. Then

Proof. Note that A E Q. So it suffices to show ordpA  0 for all primes p. We
may assume m  kl. Thus

where the summation is over all selections j 1, ... , jm of rn integers from the set
1,..., k repeated 1 times. So
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whence ordq A  0. Further for any p =1- q, we have, (writing y : = q’x),

Thus

whence ordp A  0. This proves the lemma.

2. Results subject to a Kummer condition

Let p be a prime number, K be an algebraic number field of degree D over Q.
Denote by p a prime ideal of the ring of integers in K, lying above p. Let ordp,
e,, fp be defined as in Section 0.2. In this section

we suppose K satisfies (0.3)°, instead of (2.1)*.

Let q, u, v, ao be defined by (0.2)* and (0.4)* -(0.6)*. Let 03B11,..., (Xn E K (n  2).
Suppose V1,..., Vn, V*- are real numbers such that

Let b 1, ... , bn~Z, not all zero, B, B’, Bn, Bo, W, W * be positive numbers such
that
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where

In this section we shall prove the following Theorems and Corollaries.

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that

and

then

where c and a are given in the following table, where 11 1 and ri2 are defined by
(0.12),
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REMARK. Denoting by c(n) and a(n) for the values of c and a for n  2 in
the above table, we see that

THEOREM 2.2. In Theorem 2.1, (2.14)* may be omitted.

COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that (2.15)*-(2.18)* hold. Then

where c and a are given in Theorem 2.1.

COROLLARY 2.4. Let Z’, Z, b, W’ be positive numbers satisfying

where c, a are given in Theorem 2.1 and

Suppose that (2.15)*-(2.18)* hold. Then

We recall (2.19)* -(2.23)*, (2.25)* and [*] p. 34, 1.1-1.13 (incidentally, we
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correct a misprint in 1.1 : C should be replaced by Cp), where (2.24)* with 0
given by

2.1. The statement of a proposition towards the proof of Theorem 2.1

We define ho,..., h7, G1, Gz by the following formulae, which will be referred as
(2.26)°.

In the above formulae and the remaining part of Section 2, co, c1, C2, c3, c4
are positive numbers given by the following table, denoted by (2.27)° (12 and
~3 are given in (0.12)). The upper bounds for (1 + 03B51)(1 + E2) can be obtained
from the above formulae by direct calculations. Blocks 1, II, III and IV are for
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cases (1) p = 2, (II) p = 3; or p = 5, ep  2, (III) p  7, ep  2 and (IV) p  5,
ep = 1, respectively.

Table (2.27)°

It is not difficult to verify that co, cl, c2, c3, C4 given in (2.27)° satisfy the
following two inequalities
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1

REMARK. The verification is similar to that in Section 2.6*. We also need the

following observations.

Otherwise, we have, by (2.24),

2. In the case p = 2, we have fp  2, by (0.3)° and Lemma 1.12*.

3. When p  7 and ep  2, we have q = 2 and D  2, and on writing the term
containing llc3 in inequality (2.28)° as A/(ep03B8c3), we have

where the last inequality follows from the fact that

which can be verified directly.
Set
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that (2.14)*-(2.18)* hold. Then

ordp O  U.

2.2. Notations

The following formulae will be referred as (2.31)°.

For later convenience we need the following inequalities (2.32)°-(2.47)°, where
(2.j)°-(2.j)* for j = 32, 34, 38, 46, 47, which can be easily verified in the
current setting.
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In (2.43)°-(2.45)°, J, k are rational integers with 0  J  [logLn/log q],
0  k  n.

Among the above inequalities, we prove (2.j)° for j = 36, 39, 41, 43, 45. The
remaining ones can be obtained in a way similar to that in [*], using (2.24)
instead of (1.3)* and (1.4)*, and using W  2.95 log p instead of DW  fp log p
in [*].

Proof of (2.36)°. It suffices to prove that

On noting that h &#x3E; 2n + 1 (see (2.26)°) and c3 &#x3E; 8 we get from (2.33)° that
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Thus, by (2.31)°, we have for 1  j  n

Now (2.44) follows from (2.45), (2.24) and the fact that c2  8 3 if p = 2 and

c2  5 if p &#x3E; 2.

Proof of (2.39)°. By (2.31)° and n"/n!  en/~203C0n, we have

where

The inequality in (2.47) can be seen by noting that n  2, (1 + 03B51)(1 + 03B52) 
1 + 10-4 and

Further, using (2.24) and the fact that fp log p  log 3 if p &#x3E; 2 and

fp log p  log 4 if p = 2, we get

Thus, by c2  7 if p &#x3E; 2 and c2  18 5 if p = 2, we get

We now prove
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For fixed n  2, let xo = (212n)n and

Then f(x0) &#x3E; 0 and f’(x) &#x3E; 0 for x  xo, whence f (x) &#x3E; 0 for x  xo. This

inequality and the fact that V*n-1  (211· 3nD2Vn-1)n &#x3E; x. yield (2.49).
On combining (2.46)-(2.49) and noting that pfp - 1  V*- i, we obtain

qLn  (V*n-1)2. Now (2.39)° follows from this inequality and (2.31)°.

Proof of (2.41)°. From (2.31)° and (2.26)°, we see that

Proof of (2.43)°. By (2.31)0, we have

Now

n

Thus D fl (L j + 1)  yn+2, and

Thus

Combining this with ordpbn  (log Bo)/logp  W*/log p, we obtain (2.43)°.
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Proof of (2.45)°. We have

and

(Here we have used the fact that c3  17 if p = 2 and c3  134 if p &#x3E; 2).
Thus, on noting W*  h0 &#x3E; 3, we get

This and the definition of T in (2.31)° yield (2.45)°.
In the sequel, we keep (2.50)*, (2.51)*, (2.52)* for the definitions of A,(Z, T),

D0, D1, 03BEdo,d. For 03C4 = (03C40,...,03C4n-1)~Nn write |03C4| = Lo + ... + 03C4n-1.

2.3. Construction of the rational integers p(03BB, do, d)

We recall that r1,...,rn are the rational integers in (2.24)*; G, Go, G1 1 are

defined by (2.19)*, (2.20)*; X o is given in (2.31)°.

LEMMA 2.1. We adopt the statement of Lemma 2.1 * for this lemma.
Proof. Below we indicate the modifications in the proof of the lemma.

Firstly, we note, by (2.20)* and (2.21)*, that 03B6G1s is a root of

where (, qu)sf/: Kq by (0.4)* and the fact that (s, q) = 1. We show that f (x) is
irreducible over K. Note that K satisfies (0.3)°, instead of (2.1)*. If p = 2 or

p &#x3E; 2 with 03B64~K, then f(x) is irreducible over K by Lemma 1.8*. In the

remaining case, where by (0.3)° p ~ 3(mod 4) with fp odd, we have

pfp ~ 3(mod 4), so J1 = u = 1 and f(x) = x + 1 is irreducible. Thus

are linearly independent over K.
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Secondly, we apply Lemma 1.2, instead of Lemma 1.5*, to (2.63)* for each
t~J. As noted in [*], p. 43, for each t~J, in (2.63)* there are

equations and the number of unknowns p(03BB, do, d) is at least

So by (2.32)° we may apply Lemma 1.2. Note that we have the following
inequalities

Now

By the estimate of L(P03BB,do,d;s,03C4) on p. 42 of [*], we have
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Now the lemma follows at once by applying Lemma 1.2, (2.50)-(2.53), (2.32)°
(note that h(ao) = 0).

2.4. The main inductive argument

We may adopt the statements of the main inductive argument and Lemmas
2.2*-2.5* for the current main inductive argument and Lemmas 2.2-2.5,
indicating the necessary modifications in their proof below.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. No change.

Proof of Lemma 2.3. We need the fact that

,G 1 st, t = 0, 1,...,q03BC-u-1

are linearly independent over K, which has been established in the proof of
Lemma 2.1.

(2.87)* should be replaced by

For any fixed t~J(J) and for

using Lemma 1.3, we replace (2.88)* by the following
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with QJ,t;S,t(xo, x1, ... , Xn)E Z[x0, x1,..., xn].
In estimating log(L(QJ,t;s,03C4)) we note that

by (2.31)° and log V*n-1  h0.
Now assuming that there exist s, L with

such that

we have, (similarly as in [*]), by Lemma 1.3*,

l Here we have used the fact that
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This together with (2.28)° yields

On noting, by definition (2.24) of 0, that

we see that (2.89)° contradicts (2.87)°. This contradiction proves that for any
fixed t E 9-(J),

and

This fact and (2.78)* imply (2.74)* for k + 1, and the proof of Lemma 2.3 is
complete.

Proof of Lemma 2.4. Now (2.91)* is replaced by

For any fixed t E J(J) and for 1  s  qJ+ 1 S, (s, q) = 1, |03C4|  q-(J+ 1) T, using
Lemma 1.3, we replace (2.95)* by
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with Q*J,t;s,03C4(x0, x1,...,xn)~Z[x0, x1,...,xn]. Assuming that there exist s, 1"

satisfying 1  s  qJ+ 1S, (s, q) = 1, |03C4|  q-(J+ 1)T, such that

we should have, by Lemma 1.3* and (2.28)°,

contradicting (2.91)°. This contradiction proves Lemma 2.4.

Proof. of Lemma 2.5. We need only to show that the polynomial in (2.99)*

is irreducible in K’[x] with K’ = K(03B11/q1,...,03B11/qn). By Kummer condition
(2.15)*, we have [K’(03B11/q0):K’] = q. So 03B10 ~ (K’)q, whence

since ( p, q) = 1. If p = 2 or p &#x3E; 2 with ’4 E K, then the irreducibility follows
from (2.100)* by Lemma 1.8*. In the remaining case, where p ~ 3 (mod 4) with
fp odd (see (0.3)°), we have q = 2 and pfp ~ 3 (mod 4), whence p = u = 1 and
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is irreducible in K’[x] by (2.100)*. Now we can adopt the proof of Lemma 2.5*.
Thus we have established the main inductive argument for J = 0, 1,...,

[log Ln/log q] + 1.

2.5. Completion of the proof of Proposition 2.1

On noting that (2.j)’ = (2.j)* for j = 46, 47, we can adopt Section 2.5*.

2.6. Proof of Theorem 2.1

On observing (0.2)*, (2.24), (1.1)0 and the fact that

we see that Theorem 2.1 is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.1.

2.7. Proof of Theorem 2.2 and Corollaries 2.3, 2.4

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2*. We need only to
note the following. Set

K’:=Q(03B10, 03B11,...,03B1n) ~ p’ = p~OK’,

where OK’ is the ring of integers in K’. We see that if p z 3 (mod 4) and 2 fp’
then 2|fp (since fp’ 1 h.,), whence 03B64~K (by (0.3)°), that is, u  2. But

03BE2u = 03B1pv0~K’, whence (4 c- K’. With the above observation, we conclude that K’
together with p’ satisfies condition (0.3)°.

Proof of Corollary 2.3. By (2.8)*, (2.11)*, (2.12)°, (2.13)° and n  2, in

Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we may choose

W * = max(log B, n log(211 · 3nD), 2.95 log p).

Now the corollary follows at once.

Proof of Corollary 2.4. By (2.15)*-(2.18)* we may apply Theorems 2.1 and
2.2 with Vn replaced by
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We may replace B’, Bo in (2.12)° by B, Bn. By (2.8)*, 0  03B4  Zfp(log p)/D
and W’ &#x3E; 1, we get

By (2.12)°, (2.13)°, n  2 and the fact that 2(n - 1)/(03C1n2) 1 10, to prove the
corollary, it suflices to prove

where

By the hypotheses on Z, band W’, we need only to show that

Again by the hypothesis on W’ and the fact that x - log (1 + 1 1003C8x) is

increasing for x  1, it suffices to prove

Let

It is readily verified that

Now if y = n log(211 . 3nD), then 03C8  (211· 3nD)n/03C1’, and hence
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This proves (2.54), and the proof of the corollary is thus complete.

3. Propositions for Kummer descent

Let K, D, p, q, u, v, ao, p, ordp, fp be defined in Section 0.2. Note that (0.3)°
replaces (2.1)*. However, on modifying their proof accordingly, it is readily
verified that the statements of Propositions 3.1*-3.4* and Lemma 3.1* remain
true for K satisfying (0.3)° . (3.1)* should be changed to q  pvqu  3D, and the
inequality D  2 in Section 3* should be replaced by D  1. As an example,
we list modifications to the proof of Lemma 3.1*. (We leave the other

modifications to the reader.) 03C0/q in (3.36)* should be replaced by 203C0/q. The
extreme right-hand side of (3.38)* should be replaced by i(q - 1)n(n + 1)
+ 1 4(q + 7). (3.39)* should be replaced by

If y = p’ log 0, then 03C8  (211 . 3nD)n/03C1’, and hence

105 appearing in the last line of p. 76 of [*] and in lines 3, 4, 7 of p. 77 of [*]
should be replaced by 3500.

4. Proof of Theorem 1, its Corollary and Theorem l’

This is very similar to Section 4*. We just indicate modifications.

Proof of Theorem 1. (4.2)* should be replaced by q  pvqu  3D. (4.6)* should
be replaced by V003C3Vj(1/log 9)Vj (1  j  n), since now (0.12)° gives
6  1/(2 log 3). We deal with cases (a)-(h) as in Section 4*.

In case (a) we modify the proof in [*] as follows. (4.7)* should be replaced
by the inequality in the statement of Theorem 1, the right-hand side of which
we denote by U (see the remark below the statement of Theorem 2.1), (4.9)*
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should be replaced by

(4.19)* should be replaced by

(n + 1) log(D2B)  max(n log(211 · 3nD), 2.95 log p), (4.19)°

which need to be verified. To prove (4.19)° it suffices to show

since B  211 · 3n by (4.9)°. Now by the inequality DVn-1  fp log p (see (0.7)*
and (0.9)*), (4.9)° yields

Applying the inequality that for x &#x3E; 1

to x = pfp, we see that

This proves (4.19)°. In cases (b)-(h), the proof in [*] can be modified similarly.

Proof of the Corollary of Theorem 1. We choose

Then K satisfies (0.3)°. We may assume

arguing similarly to the proof of Corollary 2*. Thus we can apply Theorem 1.
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In the sequel we verify the case when p - 3 (mod 4) with p  7. We can choose
C in Theorem 1 as

The choice of C in (4.1) for n = 2, 3, 4 is justified by Corollary 2.3 with the
values c and a for the case p  5 with e,, = 1 and n = 2, 3, 4 (recalling (0.12)),
together with the propositions for Kummer descent, as in the proof of
Theorem 1.

Similarly to the proof of Corollary 2*, it is easy to verify that we may take

Next, we show that if 6 is fixed with 0  6  0.46 then

is decreasing for

By the inequality log(1 + y)  4 5y for 0  y  2, we see that

whence (4.2) follows.

Now p~3 (mod4) with p  7, K=Q, p=pZ, q=2, D=fp=u=1,v0,
and by (0.12)°, we have 0  03C3  1/(2log 7)  0.46. By (4.2) we see that for
n5

Further, for n = 2, 3, 4,

Now on applying Theorem 1 with (4.1) and the above two inequalities, we
obtain the corollary for the case when p ~ 3 (mod 4) with p  7. We omit here
the details for the remaining cases.
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Proof of Theorem 1’. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1’*. We just indicate
the modifications. We can keep (4.79)* -(4.84)* and (4.87)*, where ep0, 1;."0 are
now written as eo, fo; while (4.85)* should be replaced by |log 03B1’j| 
(Do/ fo)(lODo + 1) V (1  j  n), by (0.21)*. Now we choose

and let p be any prime ideal of the ring of integers in K such that p ~ po. Thus
by (4.3), and by Lemma 1.12* and the Lemma in [*], Appendix, we have

So K satisfies (0.3)°. Further (4.90)* remains true. Note that "log 03B1n is linearly
dependent on ni, log 03B11,..., log 03B1n-1, log p" is equivalent to "log 03B1’n is linearly
dependent on ni, log 03B1’1,..., log 03B1’n-1, log p". Now we can apply Theorem 1 to
ordp((03B1’1)b1 ···(03B1’n)bn - 1), utilizing (4.81)*, (4.87)*, (4.90)* and (4.4). We verify
the case when p  7, e0  2. For the constant C in Theorem 1, we may take

by a similar argument given in the proof of the Corollary of Theorem 1. There
are five subcases:

In the first subcase, we have

and by (0.12)°, we have J  1/(22 log 13)  0.46. By (4.2), (4.5) and the fact that
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we see that

Now on applying Theorem 1 with (4.5) and the above inequality, we obtain
Theorem l’ for the subcase

The other subcases for the case p  7, e0  2 can be verified similarly. Thus
Theorem l’ for p  7, e0  2 is established. We omit the details for the

remaining cases.

5. Proof of Theorems 2 and 2’

Proof of Theorem 2. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2*. We need

By Lemma 1.12* and (0.3)°, we see that if p = 2 then D  2 and fp  2. Further,
using DVj  fplogp (1  j  n), we get

Recalling in Corollary 2.4 p’ = 1.0561 if n = 2 and p’ = 1.046 if n  3, we show
that

We shall verify the case p &#x3E; 2 and leave the case p = 2 to the reader. By (0.18)°,
D  1, DVn-1  fp log p  log 3, it is easy to see that (5.3)° is true for n = 2, and
to show (5.3)° for n  3, it suffices to prove that for n  3

where p’ = 1.046. By studying the behaviour of the function logf(x) for x &#x3E; 2,
it is readily seen that
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whence (5.4) and (5.3)° (for p &#x3E; 2) follow.
In the proof of Theorem 2 we always observe that for any fixed j with

1  j  n if (0.19)° holds for Zi &#x3E; 0 and any b with 0  03B4  Zjfp(log p)ID, then
so does (0.19)° for any Z"j  Zi and any ô" with 0  03B4"  Zjfp(logp)/D.
We need to deal with cases (a) -(h) as in Section 5*. In the sequel we modify

the proof for case (a) in Section 5*. (5.5)* should be replaced by

where C2 = 2c(1 2a)n and c, a are given in Theorem 2.1 for n = 2.
We can keep (5.6)*-(5.9)* with p’ = 1.0561 if n = 2 and p’ = 1.046 if n  3,

rewriting the first equality of (5.8)* as Z = Zn = 03A6/Vn. On noting (5.7)*, (5.3)°
and (0.18)°, it is readily seen that for any ô with 0  03B4  Znh (log p)ID,

Thus (0.19)° for case (a) with j = n follows, similarly to [*], from Corollary 2.4.
Suppose now 1  j  n. We replace the first equality of (5.11)* by

and replace the first part of (5.12)* by

By (5.1)°, (5.2)° and the inequalities Bj  1 and 03B4  Zjfp (log p)ID, we have

By the same argument as in pp. 100-101 of [*], we get for any à with
0  03B4  Zjfp(log p)/D
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Now, by (5.6), we see that ZjVj = 15 703A6 for n  3, and ZjVj = 13 603C1’03A81  15 703A6 for
n = 2 (by (5.5)°). Thus (0.19)° for case (a) with 1  j  n follows from (5.8),
and the proof of Theorem 2 for case (a) is complete. We omit the details for
cases (b)-(h).

Proof of Theorem 2’. By arguments similar to the proof of Theorem l’, one
can easily deduce Theorem 2’ from Theorem 2. We omit the details.

6. By similar arguments, we can remove Kummer condition (0.6) (with q
satisfying (0.1)) imposed on Theorem 2 of [Y2] and prove the following results,
among which Theorem 3 is a result subject to new Kummer condition (2.15)*
(with q = 3 if p = 2 and q = 2 if p &#x3E; 2). Their proof is simpler than that in
Sections 2, 4, 5 and will be omitted here. In Theorem 3, notations are as those
in Section 2. In Theorem 4, its Corollary and Theorem 4’, we use notations
as those for Theorem 1, its Corollary and Theorem 1’, respectively.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that (2.15)*-(2.18)* hold. Then

where c’ and a’ are given in the following table, where ~1 and 112 are defined by
(0.12),
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that (0.13)* and (0.14)* hold. Then

where

COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the Corollary of Theorem 1 (without
setting A), we have

where

THEOREM 4’. Suppose that (0.14)* holds. Then

where
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